A parallel-machine scheduling problem with tree-formed precedence constraints is studied, where jobprocessing times can be compressed by allocating extra resource to the jobs. A tabu-search algorithm is developed in this paper, which searches for the near optimal solutions based on the structural characteristics of the problem. Experiment shows the algorithm is capable for providing satisfactory schedules for media and large-sized problems within acceptable computing time.
INTRODUCTION
This paper concerns on a parallel-machine scheduling problem with tree-formed precedence constraints, where job-processing times can be compressed by the consumption of extra resources, such as gas, fuel, electricity power, cash and labors. Vickson (Vickson, 1980) was one of the first researchers to consider the scheduling problems with controllable job-processing times. Motivated by his research work, a number of researchers focused their attention on scheduling problems with controllable job-processing times after 1980, and have achieved significant result (for example, Cheng et al. (Cheng et al., 2006) , Janiak (Janiak, 1991) , Shabtay and Kaspi(Shabtay and Kaspi, 2004; Shabtay and Kaspi, 2006), etc.) . An excellent survey on this field has been given by Shabtay (Shabtay, 2007) . Reader may refer to it for more information.
Alidaee and Ahmadian(Alidaee and Ahmadian, 1993) were the first to consider parallel machine system with controllable job-processing times. They considered two unrelated-machine problems. The first problem has an objective that equals total processing cost plus total flow time, and the second problem has an objective that equals total processing cost plus total weighted earliness and weighted tardiness. Under the assumption that all the jobs have the same linear compression rate, the problem is reduced to a transportation problem and is solved in O(n 3 m + n 2 m log(nm)) time. Jansen and Mastrolilli (Jansen and Mastrolilli, 2004) successfully applied approximation schemes on several identical machine problems related with maximum completion time and total processing cost, including problem P m | lin,C max ≤ K | ∑ (Shabtay and Kaspi, 2006 ) studied parallel machine scheduling problems under the situation where operations are modeled by non-linear convex resource consumption functions. They showed that the general problem P m | conv |C max is N P -hard, and obtained several polynomial time algorithms for special cases. The special case that preemption is allowed is also studied by several researchers. For example, Jansen and Mastrolilli (Jansen and Mastrolilli, 2004) 
Nowicki and Zdrzalka (Nowicki, 1995) provided an O(n max{m, log n}) time greedy algorithm to solve the uniform machine problem
Parallel machine scheduling with precedence constraints is widely studied in the context of the classical scheduling problems, but is not in literature under the condition that job-processing times are controllable. In this paper, we consider a parallel machine scheduling problem with precedence constraints and controllable job-processing times: Schedule a set of non-preemptive jobs J = {1, 2, . . . , n} that have treeformed precedence constraints on m identical machines. Job-processing times p j are controllable, and can be modeled as the function of a continuously dividable resource u j via a linear resource consumption function,
(1) wherep j is the non-compressed job-processing time and θ j is the positive compression rate of job j.
The objective is to determine the optimal schedule S = {σ 1 , σ 2 , . . . , σ m , p}, where
} is the optimal jobprocessing sequence on machine i, and p = {p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n } is the optimal job-processing times, such that the makespan of the jobs (C max = max n j=1 C j ) will not exceed the required deadline K, and the total resource consumption U = ∑ n j=1 u j is minimized. Using the three-field problem classification introduced by Graham et al.(Graham et al., 1979) and extended by Shabtay and Steiner(Shabtay, 2007) , our problem can be denoted as
The problem is strongly N P -hard, which can be observed by the fact that it is still strongly N Phard to find a schedule whose makespan does not exceed deadline K when all the job-processing times are compressed to their lower bound a j . Unless P = N P , it is impossible to find the optimal solution within acceptable computing time for large-scaled problems. Therefore, in this paper we designed a tabu-search algorithm to provide optimal or near optimal solutions for large-scaled problems.
Tabu-search (Glover, 1990 ) is essentially a metaheuristic method that guides a heuristic local search procedure to explore the solution space beyond local optimality. A large number of successful tabu-search algorithms for scheduling problems can be found in literature (see, e.g., Dell'Amico and Trubian(Dell'Amico and Trubian, 1991), Bilge et al.(Bilge, 2004) , Venditti et al.(Venidtti et al., 2010) and Xu et al.(Xu, 2010) ).
TABU-SEARCH ALGORITHM
The scheduling algorithm needs to optimize jobprocessing sequence on the machines, as well as the processing times of the jobs. Suppose a jobprocessing sequence on the machines is decided, the optimal job-processing times can be calculated by the network flow method (NFM for convenience) introduced by Fulkerson(Fulkerson, 1961) . Therefore, the tabu-search algorithm mainly concerns on searching for the optimal or near optimal job-processing sequences on the machines. In the following part of this section, the detail of the tabu-search algorithm will be discussed, which includes the initial solution generation, the neighborhood generation, the tabu mechanism, and the searching procedure.
The Objective Function
As the algorithm tries to minimize the resource consumption of the jobs, schedules are evaluated by their total resource consumption U. Therefore, the total resource consumption U is selected as the objective function in the tabu-search algorithm.
The Initial Solution
In this paper, the initial solution is constructed by the LTAP (Largest Total Amount Processing time first) method in the following way:
Algorithm 1: The LTAP method for initial solution generation.
1. Have all the job-processing times compressed to their lower bound a j ; 2. Sort jobs by their total amount of processing time, which is calculated by accumulating the processing time of jobs' successors and their own;
3. Assign jobs in the list to the machines. Each time, assign the first job in the list according to the following rules:
(a) If there are one or more machines, where the last processed job is one of the direct predecessors of the job to be assigned, then assign it to the latest ready machine among them; (b) Otherwise, assign the job to the earliest ready machine.
4. Calculate the optimal processing times of the jobs by NFM.
Since parallel machine scheduling is N P -hard, it shall be noted that the heuristic algorithm cannot guarantee a feasible initial solution when the deadline is very tight. However, as job-processing times are fully compressed, this method is still acceptable in most practical environment.
Neighborhood Generation
In each iteration, a number of generated neighboring schedules need be evaluated, which is timeconsuming since objective values are calculated by solving the optimal resource allocation problem. Therefore, it is necessary to reduce neighboring schedules that need be evaluated. Tabu-search follows a so called "aggressive search" principle, that is, the best schedule in the neighborhood will always be selected unless it is tabued. Therefore, if an operation leads to a neighboring schedule that is no better than another one, the operation need not be performed. If such dominated schedules can be identified by some simple rules before they are generated and evaluated, much computing time will be saved. In the following part, rules for "promising" neighboring schedules will be discussed based on the structural characteristic of the schedules and operations. Neighboring schedules are normally generated by insert moves and swap moves. In this paper, insert moves are solely studied in neighborhood generation, which put single jobs to other processing positions either on their current machine or on other machines. As sequence constraint must be obeyed, it is supposed that jobs are always moved to feasible processing positions, such that they will not be processed earlier than their predecessors, or later than successors.
For parallel-machine problems with precedence constraints, critical path method (CPM) calculates the makespan of the jobs (Pinedo, 2012) . By this method, jobs are classified as critical jobs and slack jobs. Critical jobs make up critical paths that decide the makespan, while slack jobs have no influence to the makespan. Moreover, it can be observed that p j = b j for every slack job j. Therefore, when a slack job is moved to another processing position, the makespan will keep unchanged, if not be increased, which causes the total resource consumption not be reduced. The following lemma states this: Lemma 1. Suppose job j is a slack job, then inserting job j to any other processing position cannot reduce the total resource consumption.
Therefore, insert moves are performed only on critical jobs.
Apart from this, other structural characteristics of the problem also help to reduce neighboring schedules. As is mentioned, an insert move may put a job to another feasible processing position on its current machine, or put it to another machine. The former operations are named intra-machine insert moves, while the latter inter-machine insert moves. The two kinds of operations will be discussed in the following.
Intra-machine Insert Moves. Suppose job j is inserted to another processing position on the same machine. If the processing of job j is advanced after insertion, it is inserted forward. Otherwise, it is inserted backward. If job j is processed immediately before job i, it is inserted to the front of job i. If job j is processed immediately after job k, it is inserted to the back of job k (As Fig.1 shows) . Suppose job i, j, k are processed on different machines, where job i is the direct predecessor and job k the direct successor of job j. In this case, it is said that job j has an emanating constraint to job k, and a sinking constraint from job i. If the precedence constraint i → j is part of a critical path, job j has a critical sinking constraint. If j → k is part of a critical path, then job j has a critical emanating constraint (As Fig.2 shows) . Lemma 2. Suppose job j has a critical emanating constraint in schedule S 1 . In the neighboring schedule S 2 generated by inserting job j backward, job j still has a critical emanating constraint. Lemma 3. Suppose job j has one or more critical sinking constraints in schedule S 1 . In the neighboring schedule S 2 generated by inserting job j forward, job j still has one or more critical sinking constraints. Corollary 1. Suppose job j has no critical sinking constraint in schedule S 1 . In the neighboring schedule S 2 generated by inserting job j backward, job j has no critical sinking constraint. Corollary 2. Suppose job j has no critical emanating constraints in schedule S 1 . In the neighboring schedule S 2 generated by inserting job j forward, job j has no critical emanating constraint. Lemma 4. Suppose there are jobs j ≺ j + 1 ≺ ... ≺ k processed on the same machine in schedule S 1 , where job j has no critical sinking constraint, and jobs j + 1, ..., k have no critical emanating constraint. In this case, the total resource consumption of the neighboring schedule S 2 generated by inserting job j to the back of job k is no less than that of S 1 .
Proof. (By contradiction) Assume the resource consumption of schedule S 2 is smaller than that of the schedule S 1 , that is, U S 2 < U S 1 . Since job j has no critical sinking constraint in S 1 , it has no critical sinking constraint in S 2 . Similarly, job j + 1, ..., k also have no critical emanating constraint in S 2 . Now construct a new schedule S 3 , where all the job-processing times are the same as those in S 2 , and job j is moved to its original position in S 1 . It can be easily observed that the makespan of S 3 is no larger than K. Now generate a new schedule S 4 by optimizing the job-processing times of S 3 . Obviously, there is U S 4 ≤ U S 3 . However, since schedule S 4 is exactly the same as S 1 , it causes a contradiction. The lemma is proved.
Lemma 5. Suppose there are jobs i ≺ ... ≺ j − 1 ≺ j processed on the same machine in schedule S 1 , where job j has no critical emanating constraint, and jobs i, ..., j − 1 have no critical sinking constraint. In this case, the total resource consumption of the neighboring schedule S 2 generated by inserting job j to the front of job i is no less than that of S 1 .
Suppose there are job j and job k processed on different machines, where job k may or may not be the successor of job j. Because of the precedence constraints, when job j is inserted backward, job k must be processed after job j is completed. In this case, it is said that job j has an emanating constraint path to job k. In the similar way, it can also be defined that job j has a sinking constraint path from job i. Lemma 6. Suppose there are job j ≺ j + 1 ≺ ... ≺ k on the same machine in schedule S 1 , where job k has a critical emanating constraint to job l, while other jobs have no critical emanating and sinking constraint. Suppose job j has an emanating constraint path to job l. In this case, the total resource consumption of the neighboring schedule S 2 generated by inserting job j to the back of job k is no less than that of S 1 .
Proof. (By contradiction) Assume the resource consumption of schedule S 2 is smaller than that of the schedule S 1 , that is, U S 2 < U S 1 . Suppose job j has a direct successor job i processed on another machine (As Fig.6 shows) . It can be easily seen that job j has a critical emanating constraint to job i, and no critical sinking constraint in schedule S 2 . It can also be seen that job j + 1, ..., k have no critical emanating constraint in schedule S 2 . Now construct a new schedule S 3 , where all the job-processing times are the same as those in S 2 , and job j is moved to its original position in S 1 . It can be easily observed that the makespan of S 3 is no larger than K. Now generate a new schedule S 4 by optimizing the job-processing times of S 3 . Obviously, there is U S 4 ≤ U S 3 . However, since schedule S 4 is exactly the same as S 1 , it causes a contradiction.
The lemma is proved. Lemma 7. Suppose there are job j ≺ j + 1 ≺ ... ≺ k on the same machine in schedule S 1 , where job k has a critical emanating constraint to job l, while other jobs have no critical emanating and sinking constraint. Suppose job j has an emanating constraint path to job l. In this case, the total resource consumption of the neighboring schedule S 2 generated by inserting job j to the back of job k is no less than that of S 1 .
Based on the above analysis, a set of rules for intra-machine insert moves are deduced in the following: 1. Job j has no critical emanating and sinking constraint. (a) It can be inserted to the back of job k, if job k is the first job with a critical emanating constraint, and job j has no emanating constraint path to the direct successor of job k; (b) It can be inserted to the front of job i, if job i is the first job with a critical sinking constraint, and job j has no sinking constraint path from the direct predecessor of job i. 2. Job j only has critical sinking constraint. It can be inserted to the back of the first job k with a critical sinking constraint. 3. Job j only has critical emanating constraint. It can be inserted to the front of the first job i with one or more critical emanating constraints. 4. Job j has critical sinking and emanating constraint. No intra-machine insert move shall be performed with it.
Inter-machine Insert Moves. Suppose there are job i and job j processed adjacently on the same machine, and job i or job j will be inserted to another machine. If job i is the predecessor of job j, the precedence constraint i ≺ j still exists after the operation.
If not, the constraint will be eliminated. It can be observed, when a job is inserted to other machines, if no such precedence constraint can be eliminated, the resource consumption of the neighboring schedules will certainly not be reduced. Therefore, a job j can be inserted to other machines only if it satisfies one of the following conditions: 1. Job j is processed immediately after job i on the same machine, while job i is not a predecessor of job j; 2. Job j is processed immediately before job k on the same machine, while job k is not the successor of job j. Otherwise, the operation should not be performed. When job j is inserted to another machine m, it is first inserted to the earliest feasible processing position, and its optimal resource allocation is calculated. After that, it is inserted to other feasible positions using intra-machine insert moves, until the best processing position is determined, which will be recorded as the neighboring schedule generated by inserting job j to machine m.
The Tabu Mechanism
Tabu mechanism helps the searching procedure avoid being trapped in the local minimum. Typically, a list of mutations, which the procedure is not allow to make, is kept at any stage of the searching. Every time a mutation is made in the current schedule, the reversed mutation is entered at the top of tabulist, while all other entries are pushed down one position and the bottom entry is deleted. In this paper, the schedule is modified by two kinds of moves, so the tabu-list needs to store them in different ways:
1. Intra-machine insert moves: When a selected schedule is generated by an intra-machine insert move performed on job j, the corresponding tabulist entry is recorded as (i, j), where i is the job (may possibly be dummy) that is processed immediately before job j before the move is performed. Therefore, any intra-machine insert move that results in job j processed immediately after job i will be tabued.
2. Inter-machine insert moves: Suppose a schedule is generated by inserting job j from machine m to another machine. The tabu-list entry is recorded as ( j, m), such that any inter-machine insert move that results in job j processed on machine m will be tabued.
The Tabu-search Algorithm
Based on the above discussion, the tabu-search algorithm is designed and presented in the following. The algorithm contains two input parameters that need be decided by users, which are:
• MaxIter: The algorithm stops when the objective function cannot be further improved after a number of iterations, defined by parameter MaxIter; • TabuDepth: The maximum number of tabu entries that the tabu list contains, which is normally set between 6 and 10. The tabu-search algorithm is formally stated as follows: Algorithm 2: The tabu-search algorithm. 1. Have job-processing times compressed to their lower bound a j , and schedule jobs by LTAP method. If the makespan is no larger than the deadline K, calculate the optimal job-processing times, and let the result be the initial solution.
2. Generate the initial solution by LTAP method. Let IterCounter = 0; 3. Improve the initial solution using insert moves: 1. Generate neighboring schedules for every critical job using insert moves alone; 2. Select among them the one with the smallest objective function value. If there are more than one such schedules, select one randomly; 3. If the selected schedule is better than the current schedule, or the operation is not tabued, let the schedule replace the current schedule. Otherwise, remove the schedule from the neighborhood, and repeat Step 2.2; 4. If the solution is improved, let IterCounter = 0.
Otherwise, let IterCounter = IterCounter + 1; 5. If IterCounter > MaxCntInst, go to Step 3; 6. If the objective function value of the solutions keeps unchanged over MaxCntObj times, push the objective function value of the selected schedule into the tabu-list. Otherwise, push the reversed operation that leads to the selected schedule into the tabu-list. Go to Step 2.1. 4. Select the best schedule obtained so far as the current schedule. Clear the tabu-list. Let IterCounter = 0; 5. Improve the current solution using insert and swap moves:
1. Generate neighboring schedules for every critical job using insert moves and swap moves. If a schedule that is better than the current schedule is generated, then go to Step 4.2 directly; 2. Select among them the one with the smallest objective function value. If there are more than one such schedules, select one randomly; 3. If the selected schedule is better than the current schedule, or the operation is not tabued, let the schedule replace the current schedule. Otherwise, remove the schedule from the neighborhood, and repeat Step 4.2; 4. If the solution is improved, let IterCounter = 0.
Otherwise, let IterCounter = IterCounter + 1; 5. If IterCounter > MaxCntSwp, go to Step 5; 6. If the objective function value of the solutions keeps unchanged over MaxCntObj times, push the objective function value of the selected schedule into the tabu-list. Otherwise, push the reversed operation that leads to the selected schedule into the tabu-list. Go to Step 4.1.
6. Select the best schedule obtained so far as the solution, and exit.
NUMERICAL EXPERIMENT
A set of numerical experiments were performed in this section. The algorithm is implemented in C++ and is capable for parallel computing. The experiments were carried out on a personal computer with an Intel i7-2600 CPU with 4 cores and 8 independent threads. The algorithm was tested on problem instances generated by following method:
1. The minimum processing time a j of the jobs are distributed randomly between [10, 50] . The maximum processing time b j = a j + δ j , where δ j is also distributed between [10, 50];
2. The compression rate θ j is distributed between [0.5, 1.5];
3. Each job has some predecessors, the number of them is distributed between [0, 5];
4. The maximum depth of the precedence tree is 5.
Because jobs are generated randomly, their number in each problem instance is different. For each instance, jobs are processed on 10 machines first, then on 25 machines. After the initial schedule is determined, a minimum makespan T min is calculated with all the job-processing times p j = a j , and a maximum makespan T max with p j = b j . The deadline K = T min + (T max − T min ) * θ, where θ is random between [0.3, 0.6]. Because no similar study on this problem is known in literature, the experimental result cannot be compared to other algorithms. Therefore, it is analyzed by comparing the scheduling result against the initial solution, which is shown Table 1 • Rst Time: The computing time when the best scheduling result is found; • Total Time: The total computing time of the scheduling procedure. The experimental result shows the heuristic initial solutions are significantly improved by the tabusearch algorithm. For most problem instances with job number around 200, the best scheduling results can be obtained normally within 60 minutes. Moreover, as the searching procedure is performed in parallel, the computing time can be easily reduced by using more powerful computers. Therefore, the algorithm is capable for providing satisfactory solutions for media and large-scaled problems within acceptable computing time.
SUMMARY
A parallel-machine scheduling problem is considered in this paper, where job-processing times can be compressed by allocating extra resource to the jobs. A tabu-search algorithm is designed to optimize jobprocessing sequence and processing times, such that the makespan does not exceed deadline K, while the total resource consumption can be minimized. Experiment shows the algorithm is capable for providing satisfactory near optimal solutions for media and large-scaled problems. 
